
StarWitness Field Interviewer 2.2.508 
Release Notes 

 

1 Overview 
StarWitness Field Interviewer 2.2.508 is a minor update with a few improvements and bug fixes.  This 

document describes some of the changes to the software.   For a full list of changes refer to 

FieldInterviewerChangeLog.txt. 

2 What’s new in Field Interviewer 2.2 

2.1 Windows 7 support is ended 
Since version 2.2.429, StarWitness Field Interviewer has not been supported on Windows 7 operating 

systems due to Microsoft ending support of Windows 7.  Going forward StarWitness Field Interviewer 

will only be supported on 64-bit Window 10 or higher. 

2.2 Microsoft SQL Server 2017 Express included 
Since version 2.2.429, StarWitness Field Interview has been packaged with Microsoft SQL Server 2017 

Express due to Microsoft ending support of SQL Server Express 2012.    

2.3 UI/UX Improvements 

2.3.1 Improved selection model 
Field Interviewer now uses color highlighting around command buttons that apply to how a recording is 

selected.   If a recording is clicked on, but not checked, the row is highlighted in yellow and the buttons 

at the top-right of the recording are highlighted indicating that they are available.   Only one recording 

may be selected in this manner. 

If a recording is checked, the row is highlighted in orange and the buttons on the top left of the 

recording list are highlighted in orange indicating they are available.   Multiple rows may be checked at a 

time indicating that the commands will apply to all the checked items. 

2.3.2 Improved authentication code validation dialog 
The result indicator on the authentication code validation dialog now displays a green check mark if an 

authentication code is valid.   Previous versions displayed a confusing warning indicator. 

3 Bug Fixes 

3.1 Cannot play video after reaching end of playback 
In previous releases, the video window would turn black after reaching the end during playback and the 

video could not be played again until another video was played, or the application was restarted.   This 

has been fixed. 



3.2 Audio meters are now in sync with video 
In previous releases, the audio meters would display out of sync with respect to the audio/video during 

playback.  This has been fixed. 

3.3 Other minor bug fixes 
Refer to the FieldInterviewerChangeLog.txt for more information. 

4 Known issues 
There are no known issues in this release of the Field Interviewer software. 

 


